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Empowering Individuals To Tap Into Their
Best Potential.
Jeff is providing an enriching alternative to mainstream media, that
stimulates are youth with conscious truth and vital knowledge, enabling them
to tap into their best potential.
Jeff’s presentations will show you how to:
▶
▶

Tap into your leadership development and
critical thinking skills
Use the tools provided to find your voice,
and define yourselves.

▶
▶

Follow your dreams and recognize your
purpose
Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life

Book Jeff for your next speaking event
Contact info
Email | Phone | Web

Testimonials
““He understands the needs and background of the at-risk population”

Marie Foster, CACII, Behavioral Counselor
Bridge Program Speakers- Macon Transitional Center
“Jeff Hodges stepped up to fulfill a need within our facility. The recidivism
problem over the years has increased and as such the Department of
Correction was searching for ways to decrease the statistics of said increase.
Mr. Hodges readily volunteered his time at Macon Transitional Center as a
mentor and a motivational speaker.
Mr. Hodges stated that his only reward is to help bring about positive
change by instilling awareness. Jeff is an eloquent speaker whose ultimate
goal is to provide needed direction via knowledge and information. He
travels the country speaking “positive change and a better tomorrow”.
Jeff Hodges is a speaker, publisher, author and a man who “has a heart for
his fellowman”.
As Ever,
Timothy Jones Superintendent
Jeff is the founder and CEO of YMPmedia.com parent
company to Young Men’s Perspective Magazine and IT'S
BIGGER THAN HIP HOP RADIO™; through his
transmedia company Jeff conveys and communicates
the message and the power of transformation, that
assist individuals to tap into their best potential . He is
driven by his passion for change; Jeff is an
Empowerment Speaker, Youth Advocate, Publisher and
Author of his bestseller, A Collection of Conversations A
Guide To Success Vol. 1. As a Youth Empowerment
Specialist Jeff connects with the core of at-risk youth
and troubled young people,.
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